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Wetland bees you ask? Similar to plants that are only found in wetlands, there are
several species of bees that forage only on said plants. Ohio is thought to have around
400 species of bees, though the exact numbers have yet to be compiled. Of those
species, about a quarter are floral specialists, meaning they only collect pollen from a
limited number of floral species. Thus, the species of bees that are specialists of wetland
plants can therefore be considered wetland bees.
There are a surprising number of wetland-associated bees, but I will only cover a few to
give you a taste of what you might expect. Note that many bees cannot be identified to
species without seeing the microscopic characteristics; therefore, lethal collections are
often required to confirm an identification. Also note that just because a flower has an
associated specialist bee does not mean that every bee that visits that flower is actually
the specialist bee. Instead, many plants are visited by a wide variety of bees. Many bees
are generalists and are likely to forage on any plant providing pollen or nectar at that
time. Unless the characters to identify the bee are visible, we often cannot identify the
bee to species, even if it is visiting a flower that has a known floral specialist.
Sometimes we also observe specialist bees foraging on a plant other than their known
floral host. In this case, we might just be lacking the data to realize they are generalists
instead of specialists. Or we could be witnessing the rare time that the bee is visiting a
different flower by accident. During my undergraduate work looking at bees in southern
Ohio, I found that the “floral specialist” for Spring Beauties (Claytonia virginica) actually
ended up foraging on several different species of early season plants. It seemed more
likely to do so later in May when fewer Spring Beauties were left blooming. The bees
might be choosing to visit other flowers out of desperation due to lack of resources. I
also like Sam Droege’s explanation of specialist bees: “You can find people foraging in
7-11, but [people] probably need to forage elsewhere for a sustainable diet.”
Now with those caveats out of the way, let’s talk about some weird bees!
My personal favorite wetland-associated bee is the Hibiscus Turret Bee (Ptilothrix
bombiformis). It specializes on the large flowered native Hibiscus such as Swamp
Rose Mallow (Hibiscus moscheutos). I have also observed it foraging on Buttonbush
(Cephalanthus occidentalis) and Purple Coneflower (Echinacea spp). The Hibiscus Turret
Bee makes small turrets around their
nests in the soil, hence their common
name of Turret Bees. Interestingly,
this is one of the few bees that I know
of that lands on open water. It seems
to use its extra-long legs to spread
out its weight, so it does not break
the surface tension of water, similar
to water striders. This bee could
easily be mistaken for a bumblebee
or carpenter bee, but has longer legs,
and shorter dense hairs on its head
and thorax.
For those who enjoy the purple
blooms of Pickerelweed (Pontederia
cordata), I have good news! You now
have even more excuses to recommend this plant in restoration projects. There are
at least three known specialist bees on Pickerelweed: Florilegus condignus, Dufourea
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novaeangliae, and Melissodes apicatus. These species have not been reported in Ohio recently, but that does not
mean they are not present. Rather, it can be hard for many bee biologists to get out into the water to sample the
flowers. A lack of dedicated surveying in Ohio also means we could just be overlooking them, so keep an eye out!
Another much sought-after group of wetland bees are the Oil Collecting bees in the Family Melittidae. In particular, we
are talking about the Yellow Loosestrife bees in the genus Macropis. As you might guess based on their common name,
they are specialists of our Yellow Loosestrife in the genus Lysimachia. As far as I am aware, there are no records of them
visiting the overly abundant Purple Loosestrife in the genus Lithrum, so continue to destroy that invasive plant with
a vengeance. The jury is still out if the loosestrife bees will use the yellow flowered non-native species of Lysimachia.
In recent years, there have been at least two verified reports of Yellow Loosestrife bees in Northeastern Ohio. These
bees are likely at several other sites that have large populations of Yellow Loosestrife, but collections are required to
confirm.
To add another layer of complexity, there is an associated nest parasite of the Yellow Loosestrife bee, called the Cuckoo
Loosestrife bee (Epeoloides pilosulus). If you are trying to find the holy grail of bees, first you need to find a stable
population of the Yellow Loosestrife bees and then you can attempt to find the nest parasite!
For the willow enthusiasts in the group, I have quite the list of specialist bees. Many willows (Salix spp.) bloom in the
spring, which coincides with the emergence of many species of mining bees. These include at least 15 species: Andrena
andrenoides, A. bisalicis, A. clarkella, A. erythrogaster, A. frigida, A. illinoiensis, A. macoupinensis, A. mariae, A. nida,
A. nigrae, A. salictaria, A. sigmundi, A. wellesleyana, and Perdita maculigera.
Mining bees are particularly notorious for being specialists on weird plants. In addition to the many specialists on
willow listed above, there are also mining bees that specialize on Parnassia flowers (Parnassia spp. visited by Andrena
parnassiae) and Waterleaf (Hydrophyllum spp. visited by Andrena geranii). Of course, there are several dozen more
species of Andrena that forage on many plants that would not be considered wetland or floodplain-associated and are
not covered here.
Finally, while not fully restricted to wetlands, the Wild Potato Vine (Ipomoea pandurata) is often found along streams
and thus warrants discussion. Two rare species of bees are known to forage on the flowers and can sometimes be
found sleeping in the flower in the midday heat after the flowers have closed. The more common bee is Melitoma
taurea, which

Cemolobus Male
Adrenal Nida Female
Duforea Female
Melitoma Taurea Male

Epioloides Pilosulus Male

Floriegus Male
Macropis Nuda Male

is a beautiful medium-sized gray bee with black patterns on the top of the thorax. The rarer species that forages on
the Wild Potato Vine is Cemolobus ipomoeae. This is a larger bee with a distinctly lobed face (clypeus) that sets it
apart from all other Ohio bees. In addition to being a floral specialist, Cemolobus ipomoeae rarely flies after the early
morning hours, so only the most enthusiastic early morning bee hunters are able to observe this bee. In fact, the only
known photos of this species when it was still alive were taken by Dr. James Hung in Ohio in 2018. Will you be the
second person to photograph it alive?
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Vernal Pools Citizen Science
by Ray Stewart

In 2016, I was invited to join a team of investigators to apply for a grant to develop a citizen science program to monitor
vernal pools. Ohio Wetlands Association (OWA) has always promoted vernal pools through our workshops, the Vernal
Poolooza Conference, and various resources including Ohio’s Hidden Wonders, A Guide to Plants & Animals of Vernal
Pools. We have also created a Vernal Pool Education Package that provides abundant resources for those who want to
provide their own workshops or teach about vernal pools. In recent years we have encouraged our members to use our
iNaturalist Ohio Vernal Pool Network project to post their observations in the field.
This invitation presented an opportunity to take OWA’s vernal pool programming to a whole new level. We were
disappointed to learn that our grant application was not accepted. However, the grant cycle has come around in 2020
for another chance. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) opened up their ‘Citizen Science for Earth
Systems Program’ grant. Principle Investigator is Laura Bourgeau-Chavez, PhD at Michigan Tech Research Institute,
Michigan Technological University. The Institutional Principle Investigator is Yu Man Lee at Michigan natural Features
Inventory. I represent OWA in this effort as one of many Co-Investigators.
The goal of the proposed project is to develop and implement a strategic, effective, and sustainable framework for
identifying, verifying, and monitoring vernal pools for the Great Lakes region. This framework will allow us to gather
information on the distribution, biodiversity, and ecology of vernal pools and begin to monitor and assess how these
systems change over time and their potential vulnerability to climate and land-use changes. This information will
enhance our understanding of these wetland ecosystems in the Great Lakes, which is vital to their management and
conservation. This proposal leverages cutting-edge remote sensing techniques that integrate satellite radar and airborne
LiDAR data for vernal pool detection, with citizen scientists who will verify and monitor vernal pool status and build a
database of pool distribution, abundance, and biodiversity information.

Hidden beneath tree canopies, woodland vernal pools are difficult to detect via conventional optical remote
sensing. Image interpretation of leaf-off aerial imagery collected during springtime is often used for mapping, but
that method is prohibitively time consuming and expensive across large geographic areas and does not enable
detection beneath evergreen canopies or observation of summer draw down. Therefore, the locations, distribution,
and abundance of vernal pools remain largely unknown. The proposed project will use a novel hybrid radar and
LiDAR method that has been developed and tested for local regions around Michigan.
The proposed project will encompass the Great Lakes
region, which includes eight states and the province
of Ontario. The main focus is on the four-state area of
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York where we
propose to map potential vernal pools (PVPs) and initiate
or expand vernal pool citizen science programs during the
pilot phase and expand to whole states/broader areas
during the implementation phase.
For wetland-rich regions such as the Great Lakes, vernal
pools are integral ecosystems that contribute significantly
to the overall biodiversity of the region, including promoting
ecosystem processes, diverse community composition,
and healthy populations of individual species. These
biologically diverse ecosystems have long been identified
for conservation, but despite their ecological significance,
insufficient data and tools are available to resource
management agencies and conservation organizations to
guide management and conservation efforts, especially in
forested environments. The proposed work will provide
needed data to further support and prioritize vernal pools
as critical habitat throughout the region.
Pools identified through remote sensing detection require
field surveys to verify their status and to catalog their
physical and biological characteristics. Vernal pools in

Ohio, as seen from space
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some states are protected if they support the presence or certain abundance of indicator or obligate species, and
field surveys are needed to generate supporting biodiversity data. Due to the labor- and time-intensive nature of
field surveys, efforts to map and monitor vernal pools using citizen scientists have been initiated or implemented
to varying degrees within the project area. The proposed project will leverage these past projects/programs to
develop a regional Great Lakes Vernal Pool Collaborative and citizen science program.
We will be asking our members and various partners to participate as volunteer citizen scientist should our proposal get
accepted. I will continue to provide updates of our progress as we work through our preliminary program development
and into implementation.

Junior Naturalists Dashing and Skimming through Science
By Abby Ditomassi
As a Naturalist working for the Crawford Park District for two years, I have obtained a great amount
of knowledge about the natural world, and have had many wonderful experiences interacting
with the residents of Crawford and surrounding counties, and even some from out of state. I
was welcomed into a park district with well-established programs carried out by the Naturalists
before me. There were programs for toddlers, preschoolers, homeschoolers, school programs
that target preschool-3rd grade, and a summer Nature Camp that was
for ages 5-12 years old. After campers finished their last year of camp,
a few would decide to come back and volunteer as camp helpers. It
became apparent to me that this demographic of young people ages
13-18 years had the potential to be more than just volunteers for the
park, but to become Junior Naturalists. I felt this would enable them to
take their enthusiasm for nature and let it grow into something more
instead of being left behind when they turn 12 years old. I have always enjoyed working with
this age group and remember how enthusiastic I was as a teenager with my love for snakes.
I was lucky enough to have sought out a mentor in Dave Sagan at the Hocking Valley Nature
Center who kept my enthusiasm alive and taught me so much of what I know about snakes
today. As an adolescent, I was set on a path that led me to where I am today, and I hope to do
the same for many of the youth in Crawford and surrounding counties.
The Junior Naturalist Club was established March 2019, with the goal “To foster and encourage
excitement for nature and nature related careers among a community of young adults, giving
them tools they need to excel in the pursuits of their interests.” We hold monthly meetings on a
variety of topics. Past meetings have included information on animal handling, interpretation,
careers, and hosting guest speakers like Nathan Cass, Crawford County’s Wildlife Officer.
We raised money through concessions at the CPD’s large events to buy club t-shirts created
by our very artistically talented Junior Naturalist, Alison Longwell. We hope to use future
funds for field trips to various natural history sites. We have also had many meetings learning
how to identify the flora and fauna of Crawford County. Our most recent meeting focused
on identifying dragonflies and
damselflies (Odonata). I gave a brief
presentation teaching them about
the Odonata: anatomy, vocabulary,
and key traits for identification. We
spent two hours around the wetland
and pond catching Odonates and used field guides to identify the
species. They also sketched them in their field journals, labeling
the traits that helped with identification like occipital bars and
thoracic stripes. We were able to identify and document over 10
different species, making for a great meeting!
Teaching the Junior Naturalists how to identify insects like
Odonata not only aids them in their enthusiasm and fascination
for insects that are often overlooked by many, but also helps
to contribute to citizen science projects like the Ohio Dragonfly
Survey. This project was put on by the Ohio Odonata Society and
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Ohio Division of Wildlife to update information on the distribution and abundance of Ohio dragonflies and damselflies.
Our data was posted on iNaturalist, the online platform used to collect data for the project. Not only did we contribute to
existing data sets, but questions came up at the meeting that could be the start of a student-lead research project down
the road, such as how many different Odonata visit our wetland versus the pond and river? I encourage you to think
of positive ways you could be impacting the youth in your very own community. While not realizing it yet, we could be
inspiring our youth to be the future scientists and naturalists of the world.

Book Review: The Death and Life of the Great Lakes by Dan Egan
By Giovanna Reising
I will preface this review by saying that I am not a professional book reviewer, nor am I any
sort of expert into what constitutes whether a book is well written or poorly structured.
I will say that I am an avid reader, and I love it when a book speaks to my passions. I
was drawn to Dan Egan’s The Death and Life of the Great Lakes when it was chosen as
the PBS NewsHour-New York Times Book Club, Now Read This, April 2018 selection.
The book club discusses each month’s selection on their corresponding Facebook page
throughout the month by posting a series of questions.
Since I did not read Mr. Egan’s book until much later, I intended to use the book club
questions to help me through the material. I quickly discovered that this was not
necessary. Mr. Egan’s book can easily be described as engrossing and readable. Mr. Egan
takes complex scientific topics and intertwines historical data and personal anecdotes to
tell the story of the Great Lakes.
One topic that is covered in detail is the importance of wetlands for the health of the
lakes. Chapter 7 is titled “North America’s ‘Dead’ Sea: Toxic Algae and the Threat to
Toledo’s Water Supply”. In this chapter, Mr. Egan weaves together the history of Ohio’s
first settlers to our modern-day conundrum of regular algal blooms. Mr. Egan describes the impassability of the Great Black
Swamp and how for many years, no settler attempted to travel through the area unless it was winter, when the swamp
would freeze. Mr. Egan talks at length about how negatively impactful draining the swamp was to Lake Erie, how once
crystal-clear waters flowed into the western portion of the lake after being filtered through the muck of the swamp. We
are now seeing the compounding effects of decades of factory and farm run-off after the loss of that wetland.
Mr. Egan’s book discusses all things Great Lakes, including invasive species and other sources of pollution, as well as
the damage caused by linking the lakes to the Saint Lawrence Seaway. Mr. Egan also addresses economic arguments for
maintaining the status quo with regards to the fishing and shipping industries. Mr. Egan stresses that due to the Great
Lakes relative youth as compared to other bodies of water, it is more susceptible to even the slightest threat to its stability.
I will note that Mr. Egan does not spin a tale of doom-and-gloom, despite the damage done and the challenges that lie
ahead. This is evident in the book’s title, as “Life” follows “Death.” Mr. Egan sections the book in a way where part three
focuses on the future and actionable options. This structure results in a book that was somewhat suspenseful. I honestly
began to fret early in the book: is the damage irreversible? However, I personally find that most environmentalists are
realistic about what has happened but hopeful that changes can be made: “Okay, we can see it’s bad. What do we do to
fix it?” This is evident as Mr. Egan discusses conversations he has with subject-matter experts that offer solutions to these
nuanced problems. This is another aspect of the book that drew me in: Mr. Egan was very much “on scene” as a journalist,
reporting from the field and talking with locals.
The Death and Life of the Great Lakes was a New York Times Bestseller, winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and
winner of the J. Anthony Lukas Award. The book also holds a 4.33 star rating (out of five) on Goodreads. Published in 2018,
The Death and Life of the Great Lakes is about 360 pages long, a little less if you get the paperback. Mr. Egan includes an
Index for easy reference, as well as a Notes section for clarification and citation. Mr. Egan is a journalist for the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel and has twice been a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize. Mr. Egan is also a senior water policy fellow at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
If you are interested in reviewing the PBS NewsHour discussion questions regarding this book, I encourage you to go to
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/features/now-read-this/ and scroll to the April 2018 selection.
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A Plant to Thrill: Water Knotweed
(Polygonum amphibium/Persicaria amphibia)
Editor’s Note: Board Member Mark Dilley delivered a presentation at the 2016 Flora Quest conference with the title
“Wetland Plants: Twenty to Thrill, Five to Kill.” He has been sharing details of select plants from this talk in a series
of articles for the OWA newsletter. Mark must credit this current article to Ohio Wetland Association’s intern, Alexxa
Mitchell [thanks for writing this, Alexxa!].
The Water Knotweed (Persicaria amphibia [formerly Polygonum amphibium]) is a member of the Polygonaceae (Buckwheat family). The Water Knotweed is also known by several other common names such as Swamp Knotweed, Longroot Smartweed, and Scarlet Smartweed. These perennial plants grow in colonies and have long, slender stems which
display brightly-colored spikes of flowers. While the flowering spikes themselves are only a small part of the plant,
their leaves may grow up to 8 inches. The leaf shape and size vary based on location of where the plant is growing, but
aquatic plants tend to have arrow-shaped leaves which float on the water’s surface. Despite its ability to grow invasively, the Water Knotweed is native to North America. The Water Knotweed is also located in Europe, Northern Asia, and
South Africa.
This species blooms throughout summer months (July – September) and can be found in shallow to deep, emergent
marshes. The plant is pollinated by bees, butterflies, skippers, and moths, and due to its aquatic environment, seed
dispersal is assisted by water and wetland wildlife. The Water Knotweed can be used in various ways as a food source
for wildlife. Waterfowl feed on the seeds of the Water Knotweed while a trout may eat some of the bright and fuzzy
flowers which are sometimes used as bait. Cattle, horses, and sheep may also feed on this plant.
The Water Knotweed is quite adaptable, with an ability to withstand variable conditions. While many species have specific requirements for soil, sun, and water, the Water Knotweed is able to adapt to various water levels, both sun and
shade, and a range in pH level. This species is also quick to spread, and even stems that are broken or cut off can easily
root into the soil within 2 days under the right conditions.
In addition to its beauty, tenacity, and wildlife value, the Water Knotweed has a history of medicinal use within the Native American community. The Native Americans utilized this plant to treat blisters on the mouth as well as chest colds.
It has also been noted that both the leaves and stem of the plant maybe utilized to treat stomach pain.

Wetland Setbacks
By Ray Stewart
Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA) provides transportation and environmental planning for
Cleveland and the surrounding counties. They recently reported a study Northeast Ohio Changes in Land Cover 20012016 that shows that there has been an increase of Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands (marshes) by 2.1%, about 140
acres. At the same time there has been a loss of Woody Wetlands (swamps and vernal pools) by 0.6%, which in this
case is about 480 acres. NOACA monitors land use changes because they effect environmental quality and in the case of
wetlands especially, their loss is likely to lower water quality.
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NOACA has just produced their draft Clean Water 2020 208 Areawide Wastewater Management and Water Quality
Plan, soon to be finalized. This is the periodic update of a planning process that started in 2000. Updates are needed
because changes are constant, as indicated by the loss of more than half a square mile of wetland in this region.
Even though wetlands have protections in place under the clean water act and Ohio Administrative Code, pressure is
constant to convert natural areas to other purposes. Most of this pressure is the result of outward migration from city
centers, a pattern that has persisted for decades. With fewer people taking up more space an inefficiency results in “an
inefficient pattern, which degrades regional water quality without regional benefit.”
Figure A: Population Trends
The draft plan recognizes
that forests and wetlands are
natural filters and buffers.
When these habitats are
removed, one result is that
nutrients are reaching the
rivers and thus, Lake Erie,
in excessive amounts. Best
Management
Practices
(BMP) for regional land use
and agriculture recommend
that treatment wetlands
be considered. These three
excerpts are taken directly
from the draft plan:
MS4 (Municipal Separate
Storm
Sewer
System)
Program Recommendation
6-11:
Adopt
minimum
riparian and wetland setbacks
as recommended by the
NEOSWTC (Northeast Ohio
Stormwater Training Council).
MCMs (Minimum Control
Measures)
4
and
5
Recommendation 6-4: MS4 communities should use and optimize free or low-cost BMPs, such as riparian and wetland
setbacks to address issues with flooding (water quality volume) and to improve water quality.
Regional Strategy 7-1: Regional adoption of minimum riparian and wetland setbacks to protect inland drinking water
sources, groundwater resources, flood hazard areas and regional resource waters as defined in this chapter.
Recommended setbacks vary by quality of wetland. Category 1 (Low Quality) supports minimal wildlife habitat and
minimal hydrological functions. Category 2 (Medium Quality) support a moderate wildlife habitat or hydrological or
recreational functions. Category 3 (High Quality) have a superior habitat, or hydrological or recreational functions.
Setbacks are naturally-vegetated areas that border a wetland or stream that serve as ‘no build’ zones typically established
by local ordinances. The dimensions of the setback are determined by the quality of the wetland (as shown in Table 1),
but local applications may vary.

Table 1: Regional Wetland Setback Recommendations
Ohio Wetland Category
1
2
3

Source: Community Riparian and Wetland Guidance (Table 7-5)

Setback Distance (Feet)
Not mandatory
75
120

https://www.noaca.org/home/showdocument?id=574
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A key consideration is choosing a distance
that will provide the desired protection
and the burden place on property owners.
While formulas may make an ordinance
seem simple and uniform, there can be
complications with this approach. If a
wetland is in a flood plain consideration
may be given to include the 100-year flood
zone as well. Where an area is already
highly developed, existing structures may
already exist within the setback or require
lenience for any request for variance.
A more demanding ordinance may go
to the expense of mapping sensitive
environmental resources to establish a
variable setback model.

Figure B: Communities
Setbacks are critical for stabilizing and protecting wetland
communities. Many organisms, especially amphibians and
reptiles need non-wetland habitat as well as wetland habitat
to complete their life cycle. Some require a much larger buffer
than those mentioned here to support healthy populations.
While conservation of critical habitat is paramount,
other considerations may carry more weight among local
administrators and community members. Among these are
the very real risks of flood-prone areas that wetlands can
help protect, filtering run-off waters that carry contaminants
or excess nutrients, calming waters that may cause erosion
following strong storms and to support comprehensive and
regional stormwater management plans.
Communities in all regions should develop water management
plans to address all these concerns. While riparian setbacks are
becoming more common, wetland setbacks for both connected
Figure C: Category 3 Wetland
wetlands and geographically isolated wetlands need to be
included as well. We cannot rely on state and federal regulations to do all that needs to be done to assure that our
water is clean and safe. Smart development plans can help manage natural resources that provide many valuable public

OWA Enters into Partnership with H2Ohio
Contributed by Giovanna Reising
On August 3, 2020, OWA announced a partnership with H2Ohio. As H2Ohio’s mission closely aligns with the core values
and mission of OWA, board members sought a partnership with the program.
H2Ohio is Governor Mike DeWine’s effort to effectuate a real, long-term strategy to improve water quality. According to
H2Ohio’s website, in July of 2019, $172 million was approved by the Ohio General Assembly to clean up Ohio’s waterways.
As the plan is data-driven, the initiative’s first steps include top experts conducting water quality studies prior to making
firm decisions on how to move forward. Because several agencies are part of the team (including the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources and the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency), multiple angles are being considered with each waterimprovement project. This multi-systemic approach also takes into consideration economic impacts on communities.
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H2Ohio funds “targeted solutions to help reduce phosphorus runoff and prevent algal blooms through increased
implementation of agricultural best practices and the creation of wetlands; improve wastewater infrastructure; replace
failing home septic systems; and prevent lead contamination in high risk daycare centers and schools”(http://h2.ohio.
gov/about-h2ohio/). H2Ohio illustrates the ten best agricultural practices through the Phosphorus Reduction Impact;
which will provide economic incentives to farmers who implement a “nutrient management plan.” The management
plans must contain a combination of best practices, which can include soil testing, drainage water management, cover
crops, crop rotation, manure incorporation, edge-of-field buffers, and wetland creation. Wetlands assist farmers in
nutrient management in two ways: 1) they absorb phosphorus, and 2) they slow down water runoff. H2Ohio’s initial
area of focus is to manage the farm runoff into the Maumee Watershed and Lake Erie. Beginning in Spring 2020, farmers
in the area were able to enroll in the incentive program. Governor DeWine has stated that at this time, he is not
mandating the use of phosphorus reduction best practices but stresses that these changes will benefit both farmers and
the surrounding community over time.
Besides recommending that farmers incorporate wetlands on their land, H2Ohio is strategically identifying areas that
will benefit from the presence of a wetland ecosystem. H2Ohio is initially focusing much of these efforts in the Western
Lake Erie Basin and the Maumee Watershed. As the vast majority of OWA’s membership knows, this area was once
known as The Great Black Swamp, a vast wetland area that was once a highly effective filtration system for Lake Erie.
When this area was drained and cleared to make way for fertile farmland and new settlements, the health of Lake Erie
suffered. Now we see that the soil’s health has suffered as well; much of the stressed soil requires added nutrients to
support the crops. Degraded soil struggles to hold on to nutrients, which exacerbates the nutrient runoff issue. H2Ohio’s
strategic team is identifying areas to establish self-sustaining wetlands that would aide in both containing nutrient run
off and flood management, as well as provide recreational opportunities for the community.
OWA is excited to partner with and support the goals of H2Ohio. To learn more about the program, please visit h2.ohio.
gov. OWA will be regularly updating our members with H2Ohio news via social media and through our newsletter.
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My Birthday Wetlands Walk
By: Aurora Milot
July 7th was a landmark birthday for me, and one I wanted to begin with a hike through
the nearby wetlands with my son, who was more than willing to accommodate my
plans on this very special day. We started at the West entrance of the park, to begin
our walk through the woodland trails, wanting to avoid some of the heat already
warming the morning. The way through the trees cooled immediately as we
meandered through the dirt paths, surprising little darting steel gray damselflies
and skirting the fiery, orange Touch-Me-Not that Nature so thoughtfully strews in
with the Poison Ivy and it relieves.
Clumps of bright Chicory, dainty yet robust, festooned the pathways along with
clusters of the diminutive Daisy Fleabane that Fairy brides use for their wedding
day bouquets. All of this intermingled with the faint smell of damp dirt, bird calls
and the hum of buzzing things.
We emerged from the tree lined
trail into piercing sunshine and
cascades of swamp roses and
purple clover heads dotting the
way to the nearby marsh. There
we came upon a Softshell turtle,
lazily sunning himself on the bank, stretching his neck out only far
enough to gobble an unwary insect. We watched as he nestled himself
back in his dome to sleep off his snack and then followed the grassy
path to the delights of the East side of our walk.

There we were greeted once more with the
familiar blues of Chicory joined with the
lavender of prickly Thistle and the purples of
the tight budded Milkweed, the life blood for
the Monarch caterpillar. Down a little further
were the long stemmed and stately Queen
Anne’s Lace, a childhood favorite of mine and
just behind, along the banks, rows upon rows of
slender Cattail, solemn sentries of the marsh. Not
to be outdone, the lovely water lotus, Nelumbo
Nucifera, that I recently learned is non-native,
floated gracefully, in the background, displaying
the vibrant blushes of petals, like ballerinas in
pink crinoline.
We walked for over an hour, taking our time as always, eager to see what new discovery would be made. A familiar walk
to be sure but one that is never the same. What a delightful way to begin a birthday ~ or any special day!

Duckweed
By Ray Stewart
With all the talk about algae blooms, it can be a bit disturbing to look out across a body of water only to see a solid mass
of green floating from shore to shore. Many wetlands appear this way in mid-summer but may be displaying a healthy
abundance of productivity. Look closely and you may find that the green flotsam consists of thousands of tiny disks - the
leaves of duckweed, the smallest known flowering plants.
In contrast, algae blooms are often caused by excess nutrients from fertilizers or manure leaching into the water. Duckweed
is a healthy part of a wetland ecosystem with many benefits. Because duckweed grows very rapidly, doubling in just a day
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or two, it can form a blanket over the water when conditions are
right. This productivity can be put to use.
Research is underway to use duckweed as feed stock for biofuels.
Its rapid growth rate and high starch content make it an ideal
candidate. The same attribute also makes it a good water filter.
Its rapid growth consumes nitrogen and phosphorus which
is then removed from the system when harvested. The clean
water that is left behind is less likely to experience harmful algal
blooms. Duckweed also has a high protein content making it
useful as animal feed or organic fertilizer. It may be encouraged
in Tilapia or other fish farms where it is a food source for the
fish, reduces evaporation and disfavors mosquitoes. Duckweeds
are food for a variety of ducks and turtles as well.
Duckweed can be a nuisance species in many Ohio ponds.
The monotonous green blanket may be an aesthetic concern.
Shading submerged vegetation can limit photosynthesis and
thus oxygenation of the water. It is possible to manage and limit the spread of duckweed through mechanical means
such as skimming just as you would a swimming pool. There are also herbicides available for aquatic applications with
labels that specifically include duckweed (Lemna sp.) and water-meal (Wolffia sp.) control. Reducing sources of nutrient
runoff will help in the long-term management of nuisance duckweed.
Figure A: Assorted Duckweed Species

In Ohio, we have various species of duckweed in the Genus Lemna and Wolffia. Mixed flotilla can contain three or
more species. Mature sizes can range from 1 cm to less than 1 mm. 30x magnification may be needed to discern key
characteristics.
Common Duckweed, Lemna minor, Figure A, is generally less than 6mm in diameter. It develops only a single rootlet. L.
minor is found floating on the surface of still water in lakes, ponds, quiet backwaters, seasonal and permanent wetlands.
Both top and bottom surfaces are smooth uniformly green.
Often found in association is Red Duckweed (Lemna turionifera) which
can easily be confused with Common Duckweed. They are close
in size and shape but
closer inspection reveals
their differences. Red
Duckweed is dark red on
its underside, justifying
its name. There is also
a row of raised bumps
along its midvein, which
Figure A: Common Duckweed Lemna minor also distinguishes it from
the Common Duckweed.

Figure C: Water-meal/Wolffia sp.

Water-meal in the genus, Wolffia,
Figure C, is tiny compared to
Figure B: Red Duckweed,
Lemma turionifera
its cousins in the genus Lemna.
These are indeed the world’s
smallest flowering plants but you would be hard pressed to meet anyone who
has ever seen the actual flower. The rare specimen of Wolffia Columbiana
may be as large as 1 mm but most species in this genus are 0.5 mm or less at
maturity. They are close in size to grains of sand. Wolffia spp. Are also found in
quiet waters similar to other duckweeds.

Both duckweed and water-meal can be a valuable part of the ecosystem as
they serve as a food source for a variety of organisms, especially waterfowl.
Though tiny individually, these plants can reproduce and spread rapidly to form complete carpets of still water bodies.
Explosive growth may be an indicator of nutrient enriched waters. Commercial uses for duckweed may be developed
as new sources of fuel or feed especially in locations where water is in abundance and land is in short supply. So, look
closely at the green covering ponds or what’s riding on a turtle’s back to see what could be a welcome sight.
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